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u73a9u6e38u620fu73a9u5230u5fc3u788euff1auff09. The length of the game should be longer cuz I ended up to work for 11
days and see the ending of the game. The story is touchy and the music is good. However, there are some abilities I don't even
know how to use. Perhaps more turorials are needed.. Funny game, really enjoy it :). u8fd9u662fu6b3eu5f88u77edu5c0fu7684u
6e38u620fuff0cu6e38u620fu65f6u95f4u5305u62ecu5361u5173uff0cu4e0du8d85u8fc7u4e09u5c0fu65f6
u4f46u662fu4f5cu4e3au4e00u4e2aPhDuff0cu8fd9u6e38u620fu771fu7684u6233u4e2du6211u7684u75dbu4e86 u63a8u8350u
6240u6709PhDu6765u611fu53d7u4e00u4e0buff0cu4ee5u53cau5176u4ed6u66feu7ecfu76eeu6807u8003u8651u8fc7u8bfbPh
Du7684u4e0du8981u628au5b83u5f53u6210u6e38u620fu800cu662fu4e00u4e2au6545u4e8bu6765u73a9 u4e0du63a8u8350u6
0f3u8ffdu6c42u6e38u620fu6027u7684u73a9u5bb6uff0cu8fd9u6b3eu6e38u620fu7684u6e38u620fu6027u53efu4ee5u8bf4u4e
0du662fu5f88u597d. This is game is a complete waste of time, with the gameplay being tedious and the theme being lame.. I
was mildly salty about how the game ended. The only thing that kept me playing was the storyline, yet it felt unfinished. I guess
that's just how life works. Overall it's a good game to spend some time on.. Well,this game directly showed how exhausted
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researchers is(I probably am one of them). In the beginning, it is easy. But as along as gaming, difficulty increases.. A fabulous
small game. I enjoyed every minute of it. The emotions and struggles portrayed are very relatable. A meaningful game with a
handful of cute quirks, I was a little sad when the game ended. I think I might play it again. If you like to waste a bit of time on
a good sim game, this one is a perfect choice.. As a real researcher, I think most elements shown in this game is disgusting. If
the story told in this game is real, maybe I have quit from my graduate school for a hundred times.. Yet Another Research Dog
is more like a short novel than a game. The game itself is challenging and renders you hurry scurry, and Research Dog's
soliloquies calm you down from the fast-paced "work" and make you think about his life, his choice, and your own life and
choice. It could be just me, but as a researcher, I felt emotionally drained and enormously satisfied at the ending scene.
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